AUTOMATIC ANALYSIS OF GLOBAL MUSIC RECORDINGS
SUGGESTS SCALE TUNING UNIVERSALS
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ABSTRACT

The structure of musical scales has been proposed to reflect universal acoustic principles based on simple integer ratios. However, some studying tuning in small samples of non-Western cultures have argued that such ratios are not universal but specific to Western music. To address this debate, we applied an algorithm that could automatically analyze and cross-culturally compare scale tunings to a global sample of 50 music recordings, including both instrumental and vocal pieces. Although we found great cross-cultural diversity in most scale degrees, these preliminary results also suggest a strong tendency to include the simplest possible integer ratio within the octave (perfect fifth, 3:2 ratio, ~700 cents) in both Western and non-Western cultures. This suggests that cultural diversity in musical scales is not without limit, but is constrained by universal psycho-acoustic principles that may shed light on the evolution of human music.

1. BACKGROUND

Music, like language, is a human universal found in every known culture throughout world history. Although music takes many different forms cross-culturally, scientists have identified numerous “statistical universals” that predominate in most – but not all – of the world’s music [5]. One hypothesis to explain musical universals proposes that the striking cross-cultural convergence of the structure of musical scales (e.g., pentatonic scales; see Fig. 1) may reflect universal acoustic principles based on simple integer ratios, because such ratios maximize the overlap among harmonic frequency spectra and thus sound more consonant [1]. However, cross-cultural analyses of both instrument tunings [2] and perceptions of consonance [3] in small samples of non-Western cultures concluded that no such cross-cultural preferences for simple-integer ratios exist. This debate remains unresolved because of a lack of objective global data on scale tunings. Our goal was to address this lack of data by taking advantage of new algorithms for automatic scale tuning analysis [6]. Based on the integer ratio hypothesis, we predicted that the simplest ratios such as the perfect 5th (3:2) and perfect 4th (4:3) would predominate cross-culturally.

2. METHOD

2.1. Pitch Class Histogram

We used Tarsos [6] to analyze and compare tunings because, unlike most MIR algorithms that are based on scale models incorporating Western 12-tone equal temperament, Tarsos was designed explicitly for automatic analysis of any music from around the world without imposing such culture-specific theories. Tarsos first extracts the pitch histogram, then collapses this pitch histogram across octaves to create a pitch class histogram, expressed in cents [2] ranging from 0-1200. We used Tarsos’s default YIN pitch estimation algorithm.

Figure 1. A traditional Irish song and a Chinese instrumental piece demonstrate similar pentatonic scales.

2.1.1 Normalization to the Tonal Center

In order to meaningfully compare scales between different songs that use different absolute pitches, we attempted to normalized each song to a shared tonal center by setting the pitch class of its final note to 0 cents. When the final note is not relevant (e.g., fade outs, excerpts), we instead normalized to the most frequent note (in the future we will explore the effect of these different methods of normalization). Therefore, all scales begin with the first scale degree centered at 0 cents.

2.2. Music Samples

For this preliminary analysis, a subset of 50 monophonic pieces from nine regions was selected from the full 304 recordings from Garland Encyclopedia of World Music that were previously analyzed manually [5]. 4-6 pieces
were chosen from each of the nine regions, half instrumental and half vocal. We excluded polyphonic recordings or recordings with loud background noise because automatic pitch estimation cannot yet be performed accurately for such pieces.

Figure 2. Map of the 50-recording sample.

3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Figure 3 shows average tunings for all 50 pieces, separated into “Western” (“Eurogenetic” music performed by or heavily influenced by speakers of European languages) and “non-Western” (all other) music. In the future we will use a larger sample to perform more detailed regional analyses.

Figure 3. Average scale tunings in Western and non-Western regions and Vocal and Instrumental instrumentations (see Fig. 2). The x-axis begins and ends at 1150 cents in order to show the distribution around the tonal center (set to 0 cents).

Figure 3 shows the common use of perfect 5ths (~700 cents) and major 2nds (~200 cents) in both Western (red) and non-Western (orange) music. It also shows a clear split in preferences towards major thirds (~400 cents) and perfect 4ths (~500 cents) in Western and non-Western regions, respectively. Additional analyses (not shown) confirm that the interval of approximately 700 cents is consistently preferred in all nine regions, for both vocal and instrumental music (although the range around intervals tends to be less precise for vocal than instrumental music).

4. DISCUSSION

Throughout different analyses, the emphasis on the perfect 5th (~700 cents) remains constant. The fact that the simplest possible ratio within the octave (perfect fifth; 3:2 ratios) was the most universal supports the integer ratio hypothesis [1].

In contrast, the fact that the next most simple possible ratio (perfect fourth; 4:3 ratio) was not universal, but the more complex major second (9:8 ratio) was relatively universal, is not clearly explained by the integer ratio hypothesis. We suspect that a theory combining the perception-based integer ratio hypothesis with the production-based vocal mistuning hypothesis [3] and the need for step-wise motion using small melodic intervals [5] may better explain these tendencies.

5. FUTURE WORK

Currently, our analysis assumes octave equivalence by collapsing pitch histograms into pitch class histograms. However, in the future we could empirically test for the universality of octave equivalence, especially since the integer ratio hypothesis predicts that the octave (2:1 ratio) should be the most universal interval of all. We will also explore the effect of using the final pitch class vs. most frequent pitch class for normalization, and do more fine-grained regional analysis beyond a simple “Western” / “non-Western” dichotomy.

Currently, our analyses requires manual screening of recordings that are not analyzable using Tarsos and manual normalization to a tonal center. Automating this process would allow us to potentially expand this preliminary analysis to include thousands or even millions of recordings. Comparing such automated musical analysis against samples of speech and birdsong should allow us to determine whether aspects of musical scales are specific to human music. Meanwhile, comparison against cross-cultural data for perceptions of consonance should help to reveal the causal mechanisms underlying scale universals.
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